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BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 
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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Giorgos Minas 
Research Fellow, Centre of Systems Biology,  
University of Warwick, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 31-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The article covers a timely and important subject of great medical 
interest. More specifically fairly recent epidemiological data of 
common infectious diseases over a large population are analyzed. 
Statistical analysis is performed using widely acceptable tools to 
infer seasonal patterns and make future predictions. The article is 
well written and the statistical methods explained fairly well within 
the document. However, I would like to make the following specific 
comments and suggest some minor corrections to the authors:  
 
1. Despite that the statistical analysis using the seasonal indices and 
ARIMA model is classical, the reproducibility of the analysis would 
be enhanced with a mathematical formulation of the performed 
analysis perhaps provided as supplementary information.  
 
2. The seasonal indexes are computed by averaging the number of 
incidents of each month across the observed years. Conclusions 
regarding seasonal patterns based solely on seasonal indexes may 
become problematic particularly when there is substantial 
heterogeneity between different years. This is the case for the 
infectious diseases conjunctivitis, hydatid and influenza where in 
certain years there were outbreaks which are not necessarily related 
to seasonal effects. This pitfall of seasonal indexes should be noted 
in the paper and the conclusions for the problematic cases treated 
with more caution. Further data can help in explaining those 
outbreaks (see next comment).  
 
3. As the authors comment in the article ''The relatively short length 
of the series may affect the forecasting efficacy of the time series 
modelling.'' Although statistical analysis and forecasting of the 
considered data is not invalid, analysis should be updated when 
more data become available. Collection of data from relevant 
secondary variables (e.g. average monthly temperatures) can 
provide information about the underlying reasons of seasonal 
patterns or outbreaks and may enhance future predictions.  
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4. The authors report in table 4 the final ARIMA models derived 
using model selection along with the values of various model 
selection criteria. I acknowledge that the latter values are provided to 
help the reader understand the fit-wellness of the final ARIMA 
models. However, these values depend on the scale and the 
variability of the considered data and can only be compared to the 
values of the criteria of alternative models applied to the same data. 
Therefore, the values of the criteria shown in table 4 do not provide 
any useful information. A more useful piece of information might be 
to provide alternative ARIMA models (if there exist any) with small 
differences to the final model in terms of model selection criteria 
along with the values of the latter. 

 

REVIEWER Ta-Chien Chan 
Academia Sinica, Taiwan 

REVIEW RETURNED 18-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors claimed to apply time series model for class C notifiable 
diseases in China during 2009 and 2014. The purpose for disease 
surveillance is good. However, the approach used in this study did 
not provide any inspiring or novel finding for public health. I have 
several suggestions for this review.  
 
Major revision:  
 
1. The surveillance data used in this study covered whole China 
including different climate zones and different provinces with 
diversified urbanization levels. As the authors mentioned in the 
method, the seasonality was caused by the weather factors. If we 
want to set up the sensitive surveillance method for disease 
surveillance, the heterogeneity of the provinces or climates zones 
should be considered first. Influenza is the most well-known typical 
infectious disease with seasonal trend (Range 1.05 in Table 2), 
however, the ARIMA model cannot be applied here. The possible 
reason might be that different epidemic periods in different climate 
zones mixed together. Thus, geographical stratification is urgently 
needed and will improve your model performance and find out more 
interesting results.  
 
2. The other one is the temporal precision of the data. If the method 
can be applied to the routine surveillance system, the monthly data 
was too late for preventing epidemics or controlling the outbreaks 
timely.  
 
3. In the results, the authors mentioned that detecting cases were 
increasing every year. But in fact, the results in Table 3 showed 4 
out of 7 significant infectious diseases were significantly declining 
(p<0.05). Most of the increasing cases were from HFMD. Thus, the 
expression of the trend should be cautious and integrated the results 
from Table 1 and Table 3. The percentage of infectious diseases in 
Figure 2 can be combined into Table 1 for better understanding the 
relative number of the cases.  
 
4. Line 147, the average increasing incidence should be 
“0.14126/100,000”.  
 
5. What is the unit of MAPE in Table 4 ? I am not sure that the 
numbers in Table 4 are the fractions or the percentages. I guess that 
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those are the fractions. If so, the mean absolute percentage error 
ranged from 16% to 69%. Four diseases had error rates exceeding 
50%. The overall performance was not good.  
 
Minor revision:  
1. On page 6, please mention what kind of statistical software you 
used for time series model ?  
2. Line 129, two “and” are in the sentence.  
3. The order of the disease should be consistent in four tables, 
otherwise, it is hard to compare the data cross the tables.  
4. The disease name in the main text did not need capital letter for 
the initial letter such as rubella or typhus. 

 

REVIEWER Cindy Feng 
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada 

REVIEW RETURNED 08-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I expected to see a more organized categorization of the results, in a 
format of a box perhaps, so the follow up could have been easier 
and more convenient.  
 
As well, I expected to see more generous discussion, comparing the 
results with other studies and setting the scene as why these all 
matter.  
 
The conclusion is confusing, not bringing this study in a bigger 
picture and the policy implications are missing. Also, only two 
reference are being mentioned in this section, which is unusual. 
There is only limited mention of limitations of this study.   

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1:  

 

1. Despite that the statistical analysis using the seasonal indices and ARIMA model is classical, the 

reproducibility of the analysis would be enhanced with a mathematical formulation of the performed 

analysis perhaps provided as supplementary information.  

Reply: Thanks for the suggestions. We have added the mathematical formulation in method part.2. 

The seasonal indexes are computed by averaging the number of incidents of each month across the 

observed years. Conclusions regarding seasonal patterns based solely on seasonal indexes may 

become problematic particularly when there is substantial heterogeneity between different years. This 

is the case for the infectious diseases conjunctivitis, hydatid and influenza where in certain years 

there were outbreaks which are not necessarily related to seasonal effects. This pitfall of seasonal 

indexes should be noted in the paper and the conclusions for the problematic cases treated with more 

caution. Further data can help in explaining those outbreaks (see next comment).  

Reply: That is very well pointed.  

(1) There were conjunctivitis outbreaks in September and October 2010. The incidences for these two 

months are deemed as outliers, and in modelling process they were replaced by the mean incidence 

(0.2703/100,000) of September 2009 and September 2010, and the mean incidence (0.1398/100,000) 

of October, 2009 and October 2010. We made it clear in the first paragraph of the Results part.  

(2) We calculated the seasonal indices for each year as a comparison (see appendix Figure A1), 

which are calculated by using the incidence divided by the average incidence for the corresponding 

year. The seasonal patterns for influenza in 2009 are a bit different from other years. The influenza 

incidence generally peaks in December, January and March, but peaks in September and November 
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in 2009. The conjunctivitis incidence peaks in August and September in 2010, 2011 and 2014, and 

peaks in June to August in the other years. The hydatid seasonality is generally in similar a pattern 

which peaks in December. We put more discussion in the end of second paragraph of the Discussion 

part.  

 

 

3. As the authors comment in the article ''The relatively short length of the series may affect the 

forecasting efficacy of the time series modelling.'' Although statistical analysis and forecasting of the 

considered data is not invalid, analysis should be updated when more data become available. 

Collection of data from relevant secondary variables (e.g. average monthly temperatures) can provide 

information about the underlying reasons of seasonal patterns or outbreaks and may enhance future 

predictions.  

Reply: Thanks for the good suggestions. We collected the average monthly temperature time series 

data from National Bureau of Statistics of China. We calculated the time series correlation coefficients 

between the incidence and average temperature. As the current paper is mainly focused on the 

univariate time series analysis, we put these results in the supplement as support information. In our 

future study, we will collect more environment variables and weather variables to enhance the 

infection predictions.  

 

4. The authors report in table 4 the final ARIMA models derived using model selection along with the 

values of various model selection criteria. I acknowledge that the latter values are provided to help the 

reader understand the fit-wellness of the final ARIMA models. However, these values depend on the 

scale and the variability of the considered data and can only be compared to the values of the criteria 

of alternative models applied to the same data. Therefore, the values of the criteria shown in table 4 

do not provide any useful information. A more useful piece of information might be to provide 

alternative ARIMA models (if there exist any) with small differences to the final model in terms of 

model selection criteria along with the values of the latter.  

Reply: We have added all the available ARIMA models in table 4 and highlighted the final model we 

use in the paper.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

 

 

Major revision:  

 

1. The surveillance data used in this study covered whole China including different climate zones and 

different provinces with diversified urbanization levels. As the authors mentioned in the method, the 

seasonality was caused by the weather factors. If we want to set up the sensitive surveillance method 

for disease surveillance, the heterogeneity of the provinces or climates zones should be considered 

first. Influenza is the most well-known typical infectious disease with seasonal trend (Range 1.05 in 

Table 2), however, the ARIMA model cannot be applied here. The possible reason might be that 

different epidemic periods in different climate zones mixed together. Thus, geographical stratification 

is urgently needed and will improve your model performance and find out more interesting results.  

Reply: Well point. The epidemic analyses under different geographical zones are important. We 

collected the influenza incidence data of 31 Chinese provinces from 2009 to 2012 (unfortunately we 

cannot access the 2013 and 2014 regional data for some reasons). We calculated the seasonal 

indices for each region to check the heterogeneity of the provinces using the four years data. We put 

the information in the appendix and have more discussion in the Discussion part.  

 

2. The other one is the temporal precision of the data. If the method can be applied to the routine 

surveillance system, the monthly data was too late for preventing epidemics or controlling the 

outbreaks timely.  
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Reply: this is very good suggestion. We acknowledge that temporal precision are very important in 

detecting and early warning of infection outbreaks. Unfortunately we cannot access the daily reported 

data. The daily and weekly data is not publicized by the government.  

However, we still believe that the model using monthly data are meaningful to public health 

arrangement such as vaccination preparation. To understand the seasonality, monthly time series 

data get the advantage. The method applied to the monthly data can be easily transferred to daily or 

weekly data.  

3. In the results, the authors mentioned that detecting cases were increasing every year. But in fact, 

the results in Table 3 showed 4 out of 7 significant infectious diseases were significantly declining 

(p<0.05). Most of the increasing cases were from HFMD. Thus, the expression of the trend should be 

cautious and integrated the results from Table 1 and Table 3. The percentage of infectious diseases 

in Figure 2 can be combined into Table 1 for better understanding the relative number of the cases.  

Reply: we removed this expression from the Descriptive Analysis results since it is ambiguous. We 

think the trend(increase or decrease)have been clearly shown in the decomposition result part. 

Thanks for the good suggestions.  

 

4. Line 147, the average increasing incidence should be “0.14126/100,000”.  

Reply: We have changed it accordingly. Thanks.  

 

5. What is the unit of MAPE in Table 4 ? I am not sure that the numbers in Table 4 are the fractions or 

the percentages. I guess that those are the fractions. If so, the mean absolute percentage error 

ranged from 16% to 69%. Four diseases had error rates exceeding 50%. The overall performance 

was not good.  

Reply: The MAPE values are fractions. The overall performance is not as good as expected. The 

predicted incidence from the models generally reflected the real incidence. We discussed the possible 

reasons for that in the discussion and proposed possible solutions to improve the forecasting 

accuracy. Thanks.  

 

 

Minor revision:  

1. On page 6, please mention what kind of statistical software you used for time series model ?  

Reply: We used SAS 9.3 to analyse the data in our study. We have added them in the end of the 

Method part. Thanks.  

 

2. Line 129, two “and” are in the sentence.  

Reply: We have changed it accordingly. Thanks.  

 

3. The order of the disease should be consistent in four tables, otherwise, it is hard to compare the 

data cross the tables.  

Reply: We have changed the orders accordingly. Thanks.  

 

4. The disease name in the main text did not need capital letter for the initial letter such as rubella or 

typhus.  

Reply: We have changed it accordingly. Thanks.  

 

 

Reviewer: 3  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

I expected to see a more organized categorization of the results, in a format of a box perhaps, so the 

follow up could have been easier and more convenient.  

Reply: Thanks for the suggestions. We have added the subtitles for the result part.  
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As well, I expected to see more generous discussion, comparing the results with other studies and 

setting the scene as why these all matter.  

 

The conclusion is confusing, not bringing this study in a bigger picture and the policy implications are 

missing. Also, only two reference are being mentioned in this section, which is unusual. There is only 

limited mention of limitations of this study.  

Reply: We have enriched the discussion and more references are cited accordingly. Thanks. 
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